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Summary
The topic of rhythm in literary theory draws both on discussions of poetry and prose and on much broader currents 
of thought in the natural sciences and philosophy. In Western thought, rhythm was a central focus of attention in 
ancient Greece, in the 19th and early 20th centuries, when theorists and practitioners of literature and the other 
arts often referred back to classical models. This is also the case in more recent theorizing of rhythm in the context 
of everyday life in advanced modern or, as some would say, postmodern societies. Nietzsche, who constantly 
circled around the term and with frequent direct and metaphorical references to dance, is in many ways the central 
figure in these discussions. He was massively influential after his death in 1900, both in Germany and more widely, 
for example, in Britain and North America, and he was taken up again, along with Heidegger, in much French 
thought after World War 2. Contemporary debates around rhythm and its relation to meter continue to refer to 
classical Greece, and in Chinese and Indian thought there is a similar continuity of attention to issues of rhythm.
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What Is Rhythm?

Rhythm is conventionally defined as pertaining to a sequence of events that can be perceived as a 
pattern, with an interplay between repetition and variation or grouping. It appears in philosophy, 
aesthetics, and literary theory in two overlapping forms. The more precise sense covers issues of 
musical and poetic and prose rhythm and, by extension, natural rhythms such as those of water, 
the planets, human and other animal bodies, and the rhythms of architecture, work, and so on. 
These are brought together in a broader sense in which rhythm is seen as a pervasive and 
dominant feature of the universe and its contents, expressed in, for example, Friedrich 
Hölderlin’s assertion that “all is rhythm” or the musician Hans von Bülow’s much-quoted “In 
the beginning was rhythm.” More tentatively, Jacques Derrida suggested that “rhythm has 
always haunted our tradition, without ever reaching the centre of its concerns.”1

Pascal Michon, who has comprehensively discussed the topic, suggests that rhythm tends to 
become a prominent category of reflection at times of rapid social change. The intense focus on 
and fascination with questions of “rhythm” in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, which 
continues to inform much contemporary analysis, has a much longer prehistory. A classic article 
of 1951 by the French linguist Émile Benveniste traces the term through classical Greek thought, 
from an initial sense of form and order captured in motion, in the thought of the pre-Socratics, to 
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that given it by Plato.2 Here, the term is attached to successive movements, particularly those of 
bodies, that, in Socrates’ reported formulation, “are numerically regulated and must be called 
rhythms and measures.”3

Classical Beginnings

Along with the division between what might be called the special theories and the general 
theories of rhythm, the opposition between pre-Socratic form and Platonic metrics structures all 
subsequent discussion of the topic in Western thought.4 In the specific case of poetics, it appears 
in the ongoing controversies between theorists who distinguish sharply between rhythm and 
meter and those who stress their affinity. In psychology, where rhythmic apprehension was 
extensively explored from the 19th century onward, the concept of “subjective 
rhythmitisation”—the transformation of mechanical beat into differentiated rhythmic form— 
became central. As Susanne Langer writes, “the ticking of a clock is repetitious and regular, but 
not in itself rhythmic; the listening ear hears rhythms in the succession of equal ticks, the human 
mind organizes them into a temporal form.”5

It is worth exploring the classical discussion in more detail. According to Benveniste, the familiar 
derivation of “rhythm” from the Greek word rhein (to flow), leading to associations with the 
rhythm of waves, is inaccurate. Rivers flow, in ancient Greek usage, but the sea does not, and a 
current of water does not have “rhythm.” In fact, the pre-Socratic philosophers Leucippus and 
Democritus made rhythmos “into a technical term” meaning “form,” and distinguished it from 
synonyms such as skhema, morphe, or eidos by the fact that it “designates the form in the instant 
that it is assumed by what is moving, mobile or fluid . . .”6 Plato’s “innovation was in applying it 
to the form of movement which the human body makes in dancing, and the arrangement of figures 
into which this movement is resolved. The decisive circumstance is there, in the notion of a 
corporal ruthmos associated with metron and bound by the law of numbers: that ‘form’ is from 
then on determined by a ‘measure’ and numerically regulated.”7

Much of Benveniste’s account has been questioned; the formalization of the notion of rhythm and 
the distinction between rhythm and meter may owe more to the Pythagoreans’ earlier 
contribution than to Plato himself, but his didactic approach, clearly expressed in The Republic, 
remains an important reference point.8 In education in poetry and music, he writes,

“the principle governing rhythm . . . will be, not to aim at a great variety of metres, but to 
discover the rhythms appropriate to a life of courage and self-control . . . rhythm and 
harmony sink deep into the recesses of the soul and take the strongest hold there, in one 
who is brought up in the right way.”9

In the same work Plato formalizes the concept of eurhythmy. A good man, here a ruler but 
possibly also one of the ruled, should be “a true guardian of himself, preserving always that 
perfect rhythm (eurhythmon) and harmony of being which he has acquired from his training in 
music and poetry . . .”10 In The Laws eurhythmy is extended into a principle of social and political 
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organization, and rhythmic motion is combined with “harmony,” “the order in the voice in 
which high and low combine,” to form “choral art.” Plato’s definition of rhythm as “order in 
movement” is often taken as canonical.11

This conception of rhythm is taken further by Aristotle in his Physics, Politics, Rhetoric, and Poetics, 
and applied to music by Aristoxenus in his Elements of Rhythmics and in life science and medicine, 
also in the 3rd and 4th centuries BCE.12 Later, in the Hellenistic period, Lucretius continued the 
current of natural philosophy with an ontology of flows, taken up enthusiastically by the French 
philosopher Michel Serres (1930–2019).13 In the field of rhetoric, Cicero and others traced 
oratorical rhythm from poetic rhythm: although oratory is not tied to meter, “All the thoughts 
and expressions which are most brilliant in their several kinds, must needs flow up in 
succession. . . .”14 In the first half-millennium of the Christian era, Augustine and later Boethius 
wrote substantially on music.

Rhythm Theory and Modernity

These concerns were combined with new discoveries in science and medicine by Spinoza in the 
17th century and, a little later, by Leibniz. Later in the 18th century, Diderot asserted that in 
poetry “rhythm is everything”: without it a poet “is almost not worth reading.”15 He also wrote 
on rhythm as a central element of aesthetic value in painting and theater—themes taken up in 
Germany, where the term Rhythmus came into use around this time, by Goethe, for whom the 
metamorphosis of plants expressed “the rhythm of life,” and others. Around the turn of the 
century August Wilhelm Schlegel extended the use of the term from poetics to broader aspects of 
narrative: “the spiritual rhythm of the epic poem is its essence.”16 Hölderlin took up this theme, 
while also stressing the role of the caesura or “counter-rhythmic interruption” in poetics and 
more broadly. Schelling defined rhythm, a principle governing the universe, as “the domination 
and subjugation of time.” He thus returned to ideas of Pythagoras while also articulating in 
modern terms what the French theorist Henri Meschonnic called the “cosmic paradigm of 
rhythm.”17

This universalistic conception, invoked in a metaphorical way in Hegel’s account of the advance 
of spirit, was at the base of the cult of rhythm in the early 20th century, anticipated in artistic and 
literary movements in the late 19th century, and in the philosophy of Nietzsche. Baudelaire, in 
1862, rejected the narrowness of metric rhythm and aspired to write a “poetic prose . . . without 
rhythm and without rhyme.” At the same time his conceptions of harmony aimed to recapture a 
broader notion of rhythm seen in opposition to the alienating effects of modernity. For Mallarmé 
in 1894, poetry is the quintessence of language and expresses the rhythm of life itself: “every soul 
is a spiritual knot.”

The cult of classical antiquity in the late 19th century, notably in the work of Nietzsche which 
sprang into prominence shortly after his death in 1900, involved the recapitulation of many of 
these themes and their expression in poetry, music, dance, and even the emergent art form of the 
cinema. By then there was also a large body of scientific thought focused on the concept of 
rhythm, ranging from physics and biology to industrial psychology. There was also a strong sense 
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that the “rhythm of life” was speeding up, with railway travel, telegraphy, and the automobile. 
The separation of modern urban human beings from “natural” rhythms was a very frequent 
theme of discussion around the turn of the century, as, for example, in Georg Simmel’s 
reflections on money and the city. The pervasive nature of rhythms such as those of day and night 
is overlaid in the course of cultural development: “the child lives in an insurmountable rhythm of 
sleeping and waking, of activity and relaxation, and something similar may be observed in rural 
areas. Conversely, the regularity of these needs (and not only their satisfaction!) has long been 
disrupted for city-dwellers.”18

As usual in his work, Simmel identifies both positive and negative implications: “the general 
conditions of life are freed from rhythm; they are more even and provide individual freedom and 
possible irregularity.”19 Overall, however, he is concerned with the downside, especially in the 
case of factory work: “Recent investigations have shown that, whereas the arrangement of work 
previously had a predominantly rhythmic character . . . the present rhythm is related either 
directly to the remorselessly objective movements of the machine or to the necessity for the 
individual worker . . . to keep pace with the other members of the work-group.”20 Even in music, 
Simmel notes “that the recent trend seems to be to move away completely from the 
rhythmical . . .”21

In Germany in particular, there was indeed a widespread sense that rhythm had been lost, and 
this led to the emergence of various utopian movements for new ways of living and working, 
which often also involved the cultivation of the body in gymnastics and dance.22 The settlement 
at Hellerau on the outskirts of Dresden, based partly on ideas from the English garden cities 
movement, combined craft production with a school of rhythmic gymnastics founded by the 
Genevan composer and music educator Émile Jaques-Dalcroze (1865–1950) in the years 
immediately preceding World War I.23 The s chool also produced major dramatic performances 
that harked back to ancient Greece but were also highly innovative in their staging and lighting.

The French poet and essayist Paul Valéry wrote in his notebooks in 1901–1902: “Everyone tends 
to become a machine. Habit, method, mastery – in other words machine.” He wrote further short 
reflections on rhythm over the following three decades, despite his claim that the term was 
unclear to him and that he “never used it.”24 The most substantial was in 1914, where he 
distinguished between rhythm and measure—the former pointing to the indivisibility of actions 
or other phenomena. “A single note may be enough to recall a melody.”25 In “the intuition of 
rhythm” successive events have some of the features of simultaneity.26 For Valéry, “it is not 
repetition which creates rhythm; on the contrary it is rhythm which makes repetition possible.”27 

In his posthumously published Vues, he wrote that “it is almost only via rhythm and the sensory 
properties of language that literature can reach the organic being of a reader with some 
confidence in the conformity between intention and results.”28 In the same text he recalled being 
obsessed one day by a rhythm that eventually became a poem: “it seemed as if it wanted to 
become embodied, to attain the perfection of being.”29
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Nietzsche and His Influence

Nietzsche had written very substantially about rhythm, notably in Birth of Tragedy (1872) and in 
essays and fragments from the decade spanning its publication.30 Like so many thinkers of the 
period, especially in Germany, he saw the heyday of classical tragedy in the 5th century BCE as the 
high point of Greek culture, bringing together the Apollinian and Dionysian elements of structure 
(including rhythmic structure) and ecstatic excess, respectively. Ancient Greek “orchestics” 
combined what is now called dance, music, and poetry, but with music, based more on rhythm 
than on harmony as it was in the late 19th century, the junior partner in the triad.

Pascal Michon, who traced these themes in Nietzsche as part of his very detailed exploration of 
the history of reflection on rhythm, had earlier written on the work of the anthropologist Marcel 
Mauss.31 The parallels are striking: Mauss stressed the periodic and rhythmic character of 
premodern social life and the kinship and other exchanges that structure it. “Is it not obvious,” 
wrote Mauss in 1924, “that dance corresponds to respiratory, cardiac and muscular movements 
which are identical in all individuals and often shared even by their audience, and that at the same 
time it presupposes and follows a succession of images – this series being itself the one aroused 
in both by the dance.”32 The person is linked to the rhythms organizing social life in which s/he is 
situated in “the fleeting instant when the society or the people become emotionally aware of 
themselves and of their situation in relation to others.”33 Walter Benjamin may have been 
thinking of Mauss when he wrote of the storyteller and the art of repeating stories: “The more 
self-forgetful the listener is, the more deeply is what he listens to impressed upon his memory. 
When the rhythm of the work has seized him, he listens to the tale in such a way that the gift of 
retelling them comes to him all by itself.”34

“Rhythm,” Nietzsche wrote in a note of 1871–1872, “primordial in language: speaking moving 
acting.”35 A year earlier he had expressed the same idea a little more fully: “The word symbolises 
the essence of the thing through the pitch and its fall, the strength and the rhythm of its 
sounding; the gesture expressed by the mouth represents the accompanying idea, the image, the 
appearance of its essence. The symbols can and must be diverse, but they grow instinctively and 
with great and wise regularity.”36

In the modern period, the music of Wagner and others represented a return of the Dionysian and 
the utopian possibility of a cultural life that again brought together the two principles. As 
Nietzsche writes in the last section of The Birth of Tragedy (1872), “where the Dionysian powers 
rise up as we experience them now . . . the next generation will probably behold his [Apollo’s] 
most ample beautiful effects.” Harmony and rhythm might again be brought together in “human 
beings, speaking with harmonious voices and in a rhythmic language of gestures . . .”37 His views 
changed over the course of his active life, particularly in relation to Wagner, who came to be seen 
as part of the problem rather than the solution, but Nietzsche’s emphasis on dance in particular 
remained as late as Zarathustra in the 1880s and Twilight of the Idols (1888), in which rhythm, so 
far as anything does in a modern world dominated by measure, “still appeals to our muscles.”38
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Dance, like other concepts invoked by Nietzsche, veers constantly between a literal and a 
metaphorical usage. In the latter, it represents the activity of the “free spirits” to whom Human, 
All Too Human is addressed, or the slogan that he could only believe in a god who knew how to 
dance.39 More concretely, however, dance serves as a Dionysian expression that Nietzsche 
celebrates even in Christianity, which he otherwise despises: “In the German Middle Ages . . . 
singing and dancing crowds, ever increasing in number, whirled themselves from place to 
place . . . In these dancers of St John and St Vitus, we rediscover the Bacchic choruses of the 
Greeks, with their prehistory in Asia Minor, as far back as Babylon and the orgiastic Sacaea.”40

Christianity in its modern impoverished form has lost these traditions. Wagner’s music, 
Nietzsche comes to believe, has also failed to liberate music from its isolation from other forms. 
The Gesamtkunstwerk is, as it were, not total enough: it overstimulates the senses without 
engaging the spectators in a properly active and liberating way: “My objections to the music of 
Wagner are physiological objections . . . I no longer breathe easily once this music begins to affect 
me; my foot soon resents it and rebels; my foot feels the need for rhythm, dance march . . .”41

As early as in The Birth of Tragedy, he wrote that “we need a new world of symbols and the entire 
symbolism of the body (die ganzleibliche Symbolik) is called into play, not the mere symbolism of 
the lips, face, and speech but the whole pantomime of dancing, forcing every member into 
rhythmic movement. Then the other symbolic powers suddenly press forward, particularly those 
of music, in rhythmics, dynamics, and harmony.”42 In a posthumously published text on 
“Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks,” Nietzsche ventriloquizes Heraclitus saying, “I 
contemplate becoming, and no-one has so closely observed this eternal beating of waves and 
rhythm of things.”43 Eurhythmy, which had been brought back into scholarly discussion by J. H. 
H. Schmidt’s book of 1868 on eurhythmy in the Greek chorus, he saw as producing a harmonious 
whole out of sharply opposed elements, including “strong dissonances of time-measure.”44 

More than three decades later, Jaques-Dalcroze was to put this into practice in his “rythmique” 
or rhythmic gymnastics.

Rhythm, and specifically dance, play an important part in later works such as The Gay Science 
(1882). Again the underlying theme, explicit in the preface to the 1887 expanded edition, is that 
the ancient Greeks “knew how to live.”45 In primitive superstitions, “rhythm was meant to 
impress the gods more deeply with a human petition, for it was noticed that men remember a 
verse much better than ordinary speech.”46 Later, among the Pythagoreans “music was credited 
with the power of discharging the emotions, of purifying the soul . . . precisely by means of 
rhythm . . .”47

Nietzsche himself claims to embrace this emphasis on dance and rhythm.48 Unlike Jesus, with his 
instruction to his disciples to eat bread and drink wine in his memory, Nietzsche’s Zarathustra 
tells his followers “to dance – to dance beyond yourselves.”49
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Rhythm in Modernity

Nietzsche, as discussed above, called for a return to the Dionysian conception of rhythm as 
against the more rigid Apollonian one that he believed had become dominant since the ancient 
Greek era, and this contrast drives the attempt to distinguish rhythm from mathematically 
measurable meter or beat, that of the metronome (patented in 1815) and Heidegger’s critique of 
technology as a constraining force. The “rhythm science” of the 19th and early 20th centuries, 
partly inspired by Herbert Spencer but developed further by the experimental psychologist 
Thaddeus Bolton in the United States and others, made much of this distinction. Bolton, in 1894, 
distinguished between what he called the “primary rhythm,” or “the regular recurrence of 
sounds and silences,” and the “secondary rhythm” in which these are systematically grouped, for 
example, in the musical bar or the foot in poetry.50 Bolton’s experiments concerned in particular 
the ways in which people grouped sounds such as those of railway wheels into rhythmical 
sequences.51

The economist Karl Bücher, to whom Simmel was undoubtedly referring in the passage quoted 
above, contrasted the spontaneous rhythms of premodern work with those of the machine to 
which the worker had to conform. Jaques-Dalcroze, whose conception of drama was very close to 
Nietzsche’s, especially in the theatrical performances he directed in the years just before World 
War I, was criticized by other practitioners of dance for specifying movements too precisely. In 
interwar Germany, the theme of rhythm became increasingly shaped by völkisch movements in 
dance and eventually in the political spectacles inaugurated by the Nazi regime. In so doing, they 
were in a sense putting into practice theories of the crowd and “mass society” articulated by Le 
Bon, Tarde, and others.52 The Marxist critic Siegfried Kracauer analyzed the emergence of these 
tendencies in essays collected in The Mass Ornament, notably one on “Travel and Dance.”53 The 
Russian Sergei Chakhotin, exiled in Germany and then in France, wrote of the “rape of the 
masses” in totalitarian political propaganda.54

The völkisch and Nazi conception of rhythm drew on a much longer history of racialized thinking 
around the topic.55 This was sometimes unconscious but more often explicit, though it is 
important to note, as Michael Golston does in his important study, that the term “race” itself was 
used very broadly in the 19th and early 20th centuries.56 The literature is however replete with the 
phrase “savages and children,” repeated as automatically as “women and children first” in 
relation to shipwrecks and lifeboats. It was assumed that both “savages” and children were 
particularly sensitive to, and attracted to, rhythm and that their responses could be juxtaposed, 
as they were in at least one systematic comparative study from 1910.57 As Golston writes, “the 
idea that lower classes of people, uncivilized nations, and children are particularly susceptible to 
the influence of rhythm plays a role in theories of rhythm as an instrument of pedagogy, as a 
force in the management of labor, and as an indicator of national and ethnic identity.”58 Bolton, 
for example, asserted that “a highly civilized people is not easily affected by mere rhythms” and 
went straight on to note that “the negro preacher often resorts to recitative speaking to produce 
the desired emotional effect in his hearers . . .”59
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The breathtaking juxtaposition of tribal societies in Africa with contemporary African Americans 
and “Indians” was commonplace.60 One of the most influential studies of work rhythms, 
Bücher’s Arbeit und Rhythmus of 1899, draws, however, on a vast range of work songs from 
traditional communities across the world, and concludes with the hope that “a higher rhythmic 
unity” of technology and culture might offer “to the spirit the happy serenity and to the body the 
harmonious development which mark the best of the traditional societies [Naturvölker].”61

As well as this sometimes more welcoming attitude to traditional societies and communities, the 
early 20th century saw a vogue for what has been called “primitivism” in avant-garde art, music, 
dance, literature, and theater. One example was Igor Stravinsky’s “Rite of Spring,” which caused 
a sensation when it was first performed in Paris in 1913. As Fred Moten notes, the early-20th- 
century avant-garde has tended to be seen as Euro-American, but there was an important black 
American avant-garde, in the Harlem Renaissance and with a substantial presence in Paris and 
elsewhere in Europe.62 American jazz became a worldwide phenomenon, with rhythm as its 
orienting principle and slogan.63

The African American scholar Alain Locke wrote of the “remarkable carry-over of the rhythmic 
spirit” as the only substantial artistic legacy from Africa in “the rude transplanting of slavery”: 
“What we have thought primitive in the American Negro . . . are then neither characteristically 
African nor to be explained as an ancestral heritage. They are the result of his peculiar experience 
in America and the emotional upheaval of its trials and ordeals.”64 The ethnomusicologist Ronald 
Radano, too, follows Locke’s argument to an extent, while indicating the ways in which the 
concept of an “African-derived rhythm” has been framed through an American lens.65 Martin 
Munro has written that “in the post-Fanon era, rhythm has almost become a taboo subject for 
critics wary of racial and cultural essentialism. But to ignore rhythm completely is to neglect a 
fundamentally important feature of circum-Caribbean aesthetics.”66

Radano has captured the duality of white America’s response to African American “hot rhythm” 
in the concepts of “descent” and “displacement.” The former “refers to the evolutionary myth of 
origins, which had cast black music as a primordial cure for the ills of a civilized and increasingly 
mechanized modern society . . . The classical association of musical origins and rhythm takes on 
special significance around this time, building on a hybrid of mid-century romantic and slave 
interpretations of African-American music as a pre- discursive ‘spiritual’ resonance.”67 This 
parallels the reception of Native American music and culture, but Radano’s second concept, that 
of “displacement,” “explains how primal black difference emerges as a racial threat. It refers 
above all to the fear of a migratory black population entering into social, economic, and 
discursive spaces previously controlled by whites.”68

In France, the interwar period, in which the celebration of American jazz was so prominent, was 
also marked by major theoretical contributions from Mauss on the rhythms of social life. Marcel 
Granet’s work on Chinese thought also addressed the issue of rhythm as a pervasive aspect of a 
society whose language was monosyllabic but where rhythm “ties discourse together and renders 
it comprehensible.”69 “In Chinese prose, rhythm performs the same functions as does syntax in 
other contexts.”70 More broadly, language “forms part of a whole body of techniques to locate 
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individuals in the system of civilisation formed by Society and the Universe.” “Dao, Yin and Yang 
synthetically evoke and sustain the rhythmic order which presides over the life of the world and 
the activity of the mind.”71

Postwar Critical Theory and Rhythm

In the aftermath of World War II, philosophy and literary theory in France were substantially 
influenced by Nietzsche and Heidegger. The topic of rhythm was not particularly prominent in 
the early decades, but it was taken up by Henri Meschonnic in the 1970s, in the book cited above, 
focused on the 18th century but including his critique of structuralism, and in his later Critique du 
rythme.72 In Meschonnic’s “poetics and politics of individuation,” “the task of a historical 
anthropology of language, and of rhythm, is to show that every theory of language implies a 
theory of the relations between the subject and the State.”73 He therefore rejects a “technical” 
approach to rhythm in language and theories that assimilate rhythm to meter.74 “Metrics 
removes rhythm from discourse, which is the historicity of language use [langage], in order to 
place it . . . in language [langue], thus making it a category like space and time in Kant. . . .”75 

Focusing instead on the relation between rhythm and meaning shifts the emphasis from langue to 
discourse. Having taught himself biblical Hebrew, “in which there is neither verse nor prose, and 
everything is rhythm,” he also rejected any sharp division between verse and prose.76 Following 
Wilhelm von Humboldt’s conception of language as connected speech (verbundene Rede), 
Meschonnic stresses the element of continuity.77 Linking subject, meaning, and rhythm, 
Meschonnic writes, in a kind of syllogism: “If meaning (sens) is an activity of the subject, if 
rhythm is an organisation of meaning in discourse, rhythm is necessarily the organisation or 
configuration of the subject in its discourse. A theory of rhythm in discourse is therefore a theory 
of the subject in language (langage).”78

Rhythm was also addressed in the 1980s, by the Marxist philosopher Henri Lefebvre, who 
repeated many Nietzschean themes in what he called, following Pinheiro dos Santos (1889–1950) 
and Bachelard, “rhythmanalysis.”79 His posthumously published book with that title was 
intended as the fourth volume of his “critique of everyday life,” and daily or quotidian rhythms 
are one of his main reference points in a broader analysis of “space, time and everyday life” (the 
book’s subtitle).80 In 1968, however, in Everyday Life in the Modern World, he was already writing 
that

Writing and the recurrence of writing create an illusion of pure spontaneity, freedom and 
profundity; but beneath and through apparent spontaneity the organization of everyday 
life is conducted.81

In the context of modern times the social text profanes itself; it discards natural cycles 
and cyclic time, affective and emotional terrors inspired by natural phenomena, the fear 
of the unknown. Writing is now a signifier charged with projects immersing individuals 
and communities in this context, which projects social order on the field.82
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The project of rhythmanalysis is among other things to locate reading and writing in a broader 
social context: the rhythmanalyst “is capable of listening to a house, a street, a town as one 
listens to a symphony, an opera.”83

Also in the 1970s, Roland Barthes took up the concept of idiorhythmy, previously known only in a 
monastic context, to emphasize the individual aspect of rhythm: that of individuals living 
together, as addressed in his Fragments d’un discours amoureux of 1977. In his lectures of that year, 
he stressed the links between idiorhythmy and social divisions of wealth and power.84 This theme 
is also present in the work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, who relate rhythm to territorial 
control in animal and human societies, in what they call the “refrain” (ritournelle). For Deleuze 
and Guattari, “measure is dogmatic, but rhythm is critical. It does not operate in a homogeneous 
space-time, but by heterogeneous blocks.”85 David Nowell Smith argues that “critical” is 
intended “not merely in the Kantian sense of establishing limits for thought/experience; rather, 
it is also in the attempt to exceed these limits. . . .”86

Similarly, for Lefebvre, “for there to be change, a social group, a class or a caste must intervene by 
imprinting a rhythm on an era, be it through force or in an insinuating manner.”87 Philippe 
Lacoue-Labarthe has traced the relations between music and autobiography and what he calls, 
following the psychoanalyst Theodor Reik, a “personal rhythm.” For Reik, “to each individual or 
subject . . . there corresponds a rhythm, and one can consider social life as a whole . . . as governed 
fundamentally . . . by a general rhythmics.”88 Derrida, in his introduction to the book, argues that 
the difficulties of translating certain terms point to “those places where the experience of 
thought is also a poetic experience, Privileged examples: Gestell, mimesis, rhythmos, and so many 
other words – in truth, other phrases – that take these words into their web.”89 Derrida seizes, 
not surprisingly, on Lacoue-Labarthe’s claim that rhythm “is definable only on the basis of 
repetition (the spacing and division of the Same, the repeated difference-from-itself of the 
Same).”90 For Derrida, von Bülow’s claim that “in the beginning was rhythm” amounts to saying 
“that there is no simple beginning; no rhythm without repetition, spacing, caesura. . . .”91 This 
continuity in rhythm is also stressed, from a very different direction, by the US philosopher 
Susanne Langer (1895–1985). For Langer, “the commanding form of a piece of music contains its 
basic rhythm, which is at once the source of its organic unity and its total feeling. The concept of 
rhythm as a relation between tensions rather than as a matter of equal divisions of time (i.e., 
meter) makes it quite comprehensible that harmonic progressions, resolutions of dissonances, 
directions of ‘running’ passages, and ‘tendency tones’ in melody all serve as rhythmic agents.”92

The Bulgarian French philosopher, psychoanalyst, and literary critic Julia Kristeva combines a 
very broad conception of rhythm with a psychoanalytic focus on the drives that underlie literary 
production. Her Revolution of Poetic Language of 1974 uses the work of Mallarmé, Lautréamont, 
and a host of other Russian, French, German, and English writers to illustrate her thesis that 
rhythm is “not just a classical metric of versification but an immanent property of the 
functioning of language. . . .”93 The “new poetics” of the avant-garde is “able to do without meter 
but not this semantico-phonic rhythmic organisation (dispositif).”94 This “trans-linguistic 
rhythm” mobilizes the reciting speaker’s body and its drives. Although her main focus is poetry, 
the connection with music is particularly strong, notably with the Klangfarbenmelodie of Webern 
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and Schönberg, in which the same musical line is divided between several instruments so as to 
provide variation in tone.95 Lautréamont, she notes, used to say “Allez, la musique” as he 
accompanied his writing on the piano.96

Rhythm and Prosody

W. H. Auden addressed the implications of rhythm for poetry in his introduction to an anthology: 
“All speech has rhythm, which is the result of the combination of the alternating periods of effort 
and rest necessary to all living things, and the laying of emphasis on what we consider important; 
and in all poetry there is a tension between the rhythm due to the poet’s personal values, and 
those due to the experiences of generations crystallised into habits of language such as the 
English tendency to alternate weak and accented syllables.”97

Auden’s reference to “speech” as the foundation of poetic rhythm has been central to accounts of 
rhythm experienced as heard and sounded, rather than written. Gerard Manley Hopkins, to take 
one important example, developed a model of “sprung rhythm” as a way of recreating the 
strong-stress meters of medieval and popular verse. In a letter to his friend Robert Bridges, who 
also developed important theories of rhythm, and in particular models of “rising and falling 
rhythm,” Hopkins described how a poem should be read: “You must not slovenly read it with 
your eyes but with your ears as if the paper were declaiming it at you . . . Stress is the life of it.”98 

The US literary scholar Francis Barton Gummere (1855–1919) had also written extensively on the 
centrality of rhythm to poetry, drawing on Bücher’s analysis of the relation between the rhythms 
of work, play, and dance. “The poem now laboriously wrought at the desk goes back to the 
rhythm of work or play or dance in the life of primitive man, and the element of rhythm is the one 
tie that binds beginning and end; if poetry denies rhythm, it denies itself.”99 His abiding interest 
was in what he called “the communal human sympathy” of rhythm.100

As discussed above, it is in music and poetry that the question of the opposition between rhythm 
and meter has been most fully addressed. As the musicologist Christopher Hasty concedes at the 
beginning of his study, “if we restrict musical rhythm to meter, pattern, and proportion, we feel 
that something essential has been left out of account.”101 However, when rhythm is defined with 
reference to “qualitative and affective categories such as gesture, movement, impulse, tension, 
relaxation . . . these categories remain ill-defined with the result that, compared to analyses of 
meter, ‘rhythmic’ analyses are generally vague, unsystematic, and open to dispute.”102 Similar 
disputes pervade the study of poetry and prose.

A distinction between “meter” and “rhythm” structures the majority of modern definitions and 
discussions of poetic and musical form, though there are many different ways of interpreting the 
relationship between the two. A common division is between “meter” as a quantitative and 
“rhythm” as a qualitative measure, extending the Classical distinction between the 
“metrikoi” (who measured by metrical foot) and the “rhythmikoi” (who measured by musical 
rhythm). This is often extended, as in many of the cultural and philosophical debates discussed 
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earlier, into a distinction between meter as bound into rule and repetition, and linked to 
“periodicity,” with rhythm understood as a more varied and spontaneous mode of pattern and 
energy, frequently linked to bodily experience.

Other writers on the topic, including the literary theorist Derek Attridge, resist this divide, 
instead understanding “meter” to be a particular form of “rhythm,” and noting that meter, like 
rhythm, may contain a significant degree of variation. Attridge has written that he uses the word 
“meter” only rarely in his work on poetic form, preferring the term “rhythm” “not because the 
latter has more positive connotations in current literary discourse, suggesting vibrant life as 
opposed to dead mechanism; it is because I think of metre as a system, enshrined in a particular 
culture, that has arisen because of its power to elicit and finesse something basic to human 
movement and perception. That basic human propensity is rhythm, the principle of alternation— 
of tension and relaxation—that governs such muscular activity as breathing and walking.”103

As Attridge further notes, confusion arises because scholars use the same term—“rhythm”— 
both to name “the subtle variations played by the particular words of a given line”—and in 
relation to their source in “this fundamental rhythm.” It is, he suggests, an important 
distinction, though not an absolute one.104

The Rhythms of Prose and Poetry

Most recent studies of meter and rhythm have focused on poetic form. The rhythm-studies and 
rhythm-science of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, by contrast, developed in tandem with 
extensive new studies of rhythm and meter not only in poetry but in prose. A substantial part of 
this work was directly in dialogue with scientific researches in the field. The subtitle of William 
Morrison Patterson’s The Rhythms of Prose was “An Experimental Investigation of Individual 
Difference in the Sense of Rhythm.”105 Following work by Thaddeus Bolton, Christian Rukmich, 
and others, Patterson explored the various levels of a “sense of rhythm” in a group of 
experimental subjects, introducing into the experiments not only musical arrangements but also 
sentences from Henry James and Walter Pater.

One of the most influential studies of the early 20th century was George Saintsbury’s A History of 
English Prose Rhythm (1912) that was stimulated, Saintsbury wrote, "by the remarks of Aristotle, 
Quintilian, and others on prose rhythm in their languages’, and he applied the counting of 
metrical “feet” (the classical approach to meter) to prose works from Old English texts through 
to the writings of John Ruskin, Walter Pater, and other late-19th-century writers.106 “Rhythm 
requires,” he wrote, “as a condition of its existence, the difference which I designate by the terms 
‘long’ and ‘short,’ . . . grouped into the batches which I call ‘feet.’” Nonetheless, Saintsbury 
retained a sense of the difference between “verse-metre” and “prose-rhythm,” arguing that the 
principle of the former is “identity” (or “equivalence”) and “recurrence,” while “the essence of 
prose-rhythm lies in it variety and divergence.”107 More generally, the interest in the rhythms of 
prose in the period were inflected by the concern with rhythm as a universal phenomenon (prose 
rhythm understood as closer to ordinary language than is poetry was part of this context) and by 
a weakening of the distinction between poetry and prose, with developments in “free verse” and 
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an apprehension, heightened in the work of modernist writers including Virginia Woolf, James 
Joyce, and E. M. Forster, of the poetic and rhythmic dimensions of prose. “I am writing,” Woolf 
wrote of her composition of her novel The Waves, “to a rhythm and not to a plot.”108

Modes of rhythmic representation also emerge in the importance of intermittence and the 
interval: these formations, central to late-19th-century concepts of rhythm, re-emerge strongly 
in modernist theories of fiction. In Aspects of the Novel, E. M. Forster, discussing Proust’s A La 
recherche, wrote of Vinteuil’s “musical phrase,” the “little phrase”: “There are times when the 
little phrase . . . means everything to the reader . . . There are times when it means nothing and is 
forgotten, and this seems to me the function of rhythm in fiction: not to be there all the time like 
a pattern, but by its lovely waxing and waning to fill us with surprise and freshness and hope.”109

The desire for poetry in prose, or for prose to be more like poetry, finds one expression in the 
requirement for “rhythm” in fiction, and in nonfictional prose of the early 20th century as well as 
in Forster’s allusions to rhythm in music. There are verbal echoes in Forster’s formulation—“this 
seems to me the function of rhythm in fiction”—of Yeats’s claim, in his 1900 essay “The 
Symbolism of Poetry,” that “the purpose of rhythm, it has always seemed to me, is to prolong the 
moment of contemplation, the moment when we are both asleep and awake, which is the one 
moment of creation, by hushing us with an alluring monotony, while it holds us waking by 
variety, to keep us in that state of perhaps real trance, in which the mind liberated from the 
pressure of the will is unfolded in symbols.”110

Yeats’s reference to the woven patterns of the artist indicate his belief that, as Elizabeth Loizeaux 
has written, “pattern of line and form in the visual arts (repetition in space) was comparable to 
rhythm and repeated sounds in poetry (repetition in time).”111 An interrelationship between 
music and poetry was also, for Yeats, as for so many writers and artists of the period, at the heart 
of artistic tradition, vision, and creation. For Ezra Pound, poetry in Greece and in Provence 
“reached its highest rhythmic and metrical brilliance at times when the arts of verse and of music 
were most closely knit together, when each thing done by the poet had some definite musical 
urge of necessity bound up within it.”112 The prevalent view was that music (defined as rhythmic 
form) was both the underpinning and the aspirational end of all literature, with rhythmic 
patterns preexisting, in the creative process, the words that would come to clothe them. Rhythm 
was thus understood to be prior to, and more fundamental than, meaning or signification. This 
perception continues to shape discussions across disciplines and discourses at a time of markedly 
renewed interest in the topic of rhythm.

Discussion of the Literature

The most comprehensive guide to the history of the concept is provided by Pascal Michon, in his 
numerous volumes and his regularly updated website Rhuthmos <https://rhuthmos.eu/>. In 
addition to the works discussed in some detail in this article, Lexi Eikelboom’s Rhythm: A 
Theological Category is useful even for readers uninterested in theology.113 Laura Marcus has 
discussed particular aspects in various articles, and is completing a monograph on the topic.
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